




 Established by a group of IT  
Professionals and experts in multi indus-
tries, Rakati Systems (PT Rakati Sistem 
Indonesia) is run to provide excellent IT 
Services.
Rakati deliver Information Technology 
Solutions and System Integration aligned 
with business process and enterprise 
strategy.

 Our professionals provide the 
latest Information Technology solutions to 
increase Revenue, improve Productivity 
and cut Cost with local competitive 
investment and clear measured benefits.

 We believe that our approach in searching for the right-solution that combining business 
excellence with IT excellence will generate the outmost of both areas.
With our formation, we are a complete team to deliver almost any of your IT related needs to achieve 
your business goals.

Strive for providing best and cost-effective IT solutions that will bring our client success toward 
Industry leadership and high-impact business integration through IT.

Every success in IT Implementation. Persistent in delivering only the best. Best in Time, in Size and 
in Budget, at Non Compromised Quality.
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Simply deliver IT
to increase Revenue
improve Productivity
and cut Cost 



ICTconsulting
Assessment Service
Business Alignment Analysis
Strategic Planning
Technology Blueprint

-
-
-
-

applicationDEVELOPMENT
Process Based System Development
Enterprise Business Process
Enhancements
Application Integration

-
-

-

SOLUTIONFRAMEWORK

Operation Monitoring
System Maintenance
Helpdesk
Evaluation and Audit

-
-
-
-

OPERATIONmaintenanceAUDIT

Data Center Development
Data Center Design and
Constructions
Structured Cabling System
Physical Security Solutions

Networking Infrastructure
LAN, MAN, WAN
Wired, Wireless, Mobile
Triple Play (Data/Voice/Video)
Campus, High-Rise, Distributed

-

-
-

-
-
-
-

systemINTEGRATION

Business Application Integration
ERP, BI, CRM, EA Solution
Intranet, Extranet
Unified Messaging System
Portal Development
Portal Integration
Collaboration System
Office Automation

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

VALUES
Planned, Designed, Delivered, Quanti�ed
Quality in everything we deliver
Comprehensive Solutions
Quantified Business Benefits

-
-
-

METHODS
Flexible, Complete, Measured
Consistently provide solution alternatives
Technology Concern (Ideal)
Investment Concern (Cost Effective)
Comprehensive, End-to-end Solution
Calculated Cost and Benefit Analysis

-
-
-
-
-

Physical, Network, Data, Application
and Process Security
Identity and Access  Management

-

-

ICTsecurity
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Business Goals
Concerns and Constraints

Measurable Bene�ts
Cost E�ective and E�cient

KNOWLEDGE

SOFTWARE

HARDW
ARE

PRO
CEDURE

NET
W

O
RK

DAT
A

PEOPLE

TOOLS

PROCESS



ICTconsultingServices
COMPLETE, end to end TECHNOLOGY to Business Solutions

 In the business world, our world. nothing stands still for long.
 Every organization needs to consistently adapt fast changing environment to 
improve organization capabilities in supporting and increasing benefits for their stake-
holders.

 To achieve that improvement objective, one essential factor is improving the 
operation of its systems. Here, Digital proficiency, the capacity of an organization to 
engage with digital technology and communications plays a significant role.

 A digital proficient organization has the appropriate hardware, software, knowl-
edge and skills to use technology in expanding organizational vision, goals and 
achievements.

 Selecting and aligning the right technology strategy with the business strategy 
is not an easy task, but it is essential for safeguarding the long-term viability of your 
business; falling behind is not an option.

 You need consulting services that do not focus solely on the technology itself, 
but also comprehend your processes and industry-specific imperatives.

 Rakati Systems develops a business-centric, end-to-end ICT strategy aligned 
with your business goals, which can be leveraged to create flexible, complete and mea-
sureable IT environment design.

+ Assessment Service
+ Business Alignment Analysis
+ Strategic Planning 
+ Technology Blueprint
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APPLICATIONdevelopmentServices

Helping enterprises build sophisticate, robust, scalable
and extensible business applications

- Java/J2EE
- Microsoft .NET
- Portals and content management
- SOA

- Messaging Systems Integration
- Application to Application integration
- Unified Communication

+ Process Based Application Development
+ Enterprise Business Process Enhancements
+ Business Application Integration

 Based on our experience in many major industries, Rakati develops solutions that solve 
the most challenging IT problems.

 Rakati Application Development Service offer full scope of services, including application 
development, implementation and ongoing system management. Our development model 
offers a robust with industrialized approach for both new and existing applications enhance-
ment across a variety of platforms and technologies.

 Our combined technology expertise, solutions architect capability and project manage-
ment skill will help you to integrate and acquire new capabilities for heterogeneous systems that 
span both mainstream and emerging technologies.

 Our Specialists work with you to provide the skills that you need, when you need them, 
for streamlining, managing and maximizing all systems, applications and enterprise platforms 
including:

DATACENTERdevelopmentServices

Secure ICT and Business investment from the ground
Your sacred information center

Data Center Design and Constructions
Structured Cabling System
Physical Security Solutions

+
+
+

Site selection
Design and install a fully equipped data center environment, meeting industry stan-
dards, fire suppression and security requirements
Overhaul your data center to dramatically reduce the risk of system downtime
Maximize available resource, and incorporate a manageable platform for potential 
moves, additions and changes

-
-

-
-

 Anticipate ahead business growth, well planned and well developed ICT Infrastructure as 
a solid ecosystem is a necessity. Not only your sophisticated application, ICT Infrastructure need 
to be planned and secured from the ground, including your Data Center Infrastructure.

 Rakati Data Center Development Service, run by certified and recognized industry level 
experts, can help you to plan, design, develop, operate, protect and enhance Data Center that 
appropriately fits your business needs.

 Our service offers data center design and development services in complete investment 
lifecycle. Our services include:
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NETWORKDeploymentandIntegrationServices
Connect All the Dots reliably

 Network infrastructure is one of key foundations in ICT Infrastructure. Connecting ICT 
systems of modern enterprises together. 

 It supports enterprises in the areas of internal and external communication, 
day-to-day business operation and business growth. 

 Rakati provides an integrated set of network deployment and integration services. 
Enable You to focus on core businesses, and leave all the network infrastructure develop-
ment and evolution to us.

Establish long-term network infrastructure 
strategies for enterprises
Assess an enterprise's network infrastructure 
on architecture, performance, resilience, 
expandability and security
Analyze an enterprise's business, systematically 
anticipate and formalize the requirements of 
the network infrastructure
Plan the expansion path of an enterprise's 
network infrastructure
Restructure and reconfigure an enterprise's 
legacy network infrastructure to take advan-
tage of state-of-the-art network equipment 
and transmission technology
Design and build new enterprise network 
infrastructure
Design and customize network infrastructure 
disaster recovery plan

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

These following network deployment and integration services offered by Rakati:
Network design and implementation
Network reconfiguration planning/
design/implementation
Network management system setup/
upgrade/enhancement
Network infrastructure disaster recovery 
planning

-
-

-

-

Network infrastructure assessment
Consultancy
Network project consulting
Network strategy
Network policy
Design and build
Project management

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

LAN, MAN, WAN
Wired, Wireless, Mobile

Triple Play (Data/Voice/Video)
Campus, High-Rise, Distributed

+
+
+
+
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This is a new set of integrated services which enable you to:



INTEGRATEDICTSecurityServices

 One major challenge of Enterprise Applica-
tion Integration is trying to link together islands of 
operating systems, databases, computer languages 
and legacy systems, which greatly increase the 
chances for failure or business interruptions.

 Rakati defines Enterprise Application 
Integration as the “unrestricted sharing of data and 
business processes among any connected applica-
tion or data sources in the enterprise”.
 Rakati services enable an integration of 
systems and applications across your enterprise 
utilizing specific middleware technologies to 
accomplish your business needs.

 Rakati has experts to provide Assessment 
and Planning, Establish a Governance Model, 
Design an Integration Architecture, Provide Deploy-
ment Services and Monitor/Maintain the integrated 
environment. Our experts will utilize best practices

BUSINESSApplicationIntegrationServices
Improving the odds of a Successful Enterprise Application Deployment

and utilize specialized tool sets to make Application Integration go smoothly and provide 
optimal business values.

Rakati help you to mitigate risk and avoid the pitfalls that lead to failure to achieve your 
business requirements during the integration process.

Protect your enterprise from increasingly complex IT security threats while reducing costs

Physical, Network, Data, Application and 
Business Process Security
Identity and Access Management

+

+
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 Nowadays, it seems that every year the technology landscape makes a tectonic shift. And 
with each new technology comes new IT security concerns. 
The increasing malicious attacks, combined with a worldwide shortage of IT security skills, makes 
partnering with a trusted IT security services provider is critical.

 Rakati provides security services cover every corner of your ICT investments, from infra-
structure to applications, and devices. We protect many sophisticated networks and employ 
some of the best minds in the business. And we help you to reduce the cost and simplify the 
complexity of your IT security needs.

ERP, BI, CRM, EA Solution
Intranet, Extranet

Uni�ed Messaging System
Portal Development

Portal Integration
Collaboration System

O�ce Automation

+
+
+
+
+
+
+



Helping enterprises focus to core business and expertise

 Today's complex business environments and tough competition require many business 
to focus more on its core business and expertise; and share the responsibility of managing and 
operating critical systems and technology components that supporting their business.

 Rakati flexible approach to Service & Maintenance means you can tap into the services 
that are only right for your business needs; whether this is a fully outsourced Managed Service or 
a technical escalation path and components replacements, Rakati services are here to give you 
the choice around the maintenance of your systems. You will no longer need to worry about 
resources, spare parts and 24 x 7 monitoring. We can take care of everything seemlessly on your 
behalf.

OPERATIONMaintenanceandAUDITServices

First Level Maintenance:
Corrective and preventative maintenance
as well as planned assistance and maintenance
OnSite and Oncall Technical Support
ITIL methodology compliance, Incident, Problem, 
Change and Configuration 
Management through our 24 x 7 x 365
Service Operations Center
Technical Support System Engineers act as a 
single-point-of-contact to track incidents

Second level Maintenance:
Proactive Services
Deep incidents analysis and
resolution by Remote or Onsite
Expert System Engineers
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Operation Monitoring
System Maintenance
Helpdesk
Evaluation and Audit

+
+
+
+


